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Abstract: This paper presents an optimization technique for microstrip antennas using cubic spline 
based particle swarm optimization (CSPSO). An application of this algorithm is developed for 
microstrip antenna optimization. An initial antenna is designed by searching an acceptable solution 
from collective range of antenna parameters. The data for developing the CSPSO program is obtained 
from simulation software by varying different parameters of the antenna. Using the generated data, the 
CSPSO program is developed and executed. Thus the optimized antenna is obtained. Finally the 
performance of the initial antenna is compared with the CSPSO optimized antenna. The result yields 
that CSPSO shows remarkable improvement over bandwidth. For the probe fed microstrip antenna, the 
bandwidth is increased by 19% compared to the initial antenna. 
 
Key words: Microstrip antenna, particle swarm optimization, cubic spline based particle swarm 

optimization. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Microsrip antennas have wide applications in portable communications devices because of their low profile 
and cost. However, the bandwidth of conventional microstrip antennas is much narrow. Several methods are 
available for widening the bandwidth of these antennas. Some examples are utilization of  multiple resonators, 
various feeding and impedance matching techniques, slot antenna geometry, low dielectric substrate etc 
(Afshinmanesh et al, 2008). Conventional trial-and-error techniques to optimize microstrip antennas require 
much human interaction. Suitable optimization techniques may be used to automate and speed up this process.  

For developing an automated method of antenna optimization, several popular optimization techniques like 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Moniruzzaman et al, 2011) and genetic algorithms (GA) (Zhang et al, 2009) 
with many of their improved variants are reviewed. Finally, cubic spline based particle swarm optimization 
(CSPSO) is introduced and developed in this work to optimize microstrip antennas. It is a novel modified 
version of PSO. Here the PSO program utilizes cubic spline based interpolation. A probe fed microstrip patch 
antenna is optimized using CSPSO. The optimized antenna shows remarkable improvement over the initial 
antenna. The return loss bandwidth is increased by 19% by applying the CSPSO algorithm. Ansoft HFSS and 
MATLAB are used as simulation and optimization tools. 
 
Antenna Geometry: 

The initial microstrip antenna is presented in Figure-1 and Figure-2. The substrate is 10 cm X 9 cm X 0.32 
mm Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 material with εr = 2.2 and tan(δ) = 0.0009. Dimension of the initial patch is 4.5 cm 
x 3 cm. Considering the center of the patch as (0, 0), the probe is placed at (-0.5 cm, 0 cm) location. The probe 
is a coaxial cable with conductor thickness of 0.07 cm. The parameters of the microstrip antenna are presented 
in Table-1. 

 
Cubic Spline Particle Swarm Optimization (CSPSO): 

In particle swarm optimization (PSO), an organization of particles are presented as a possible solution 
(Robinson and Rahmat-Samii, 2004). Here, each particle p is related with vectors Vp and Xp. Initially Vp and Xp 
are assigned by random vectors. 

 
Vp = Velocity vector  
Xp = Position vector.  
D = Dimensions of the solution space.  
vpd = Velocity of pth particle on dth dimension 
xpd = Position of pth particle on dth dimension 
Vp = [ vp1, vp2, . . . , vpd ]   
Xp = [ xp1, xp2, . . . , xpd ] 
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c1 and c2 = Acceleration coefficients 
w = Inertia weight 
rand1 and rand2 = Independently generated and uniformly distributed random numbers. Range: [0, 1] 
pBestp = Best fitness position for pth particle 
gBest = Best fitness position in the search space.  
 

vpd = w vpd + c1 rand1 ( pBestpd – xpd ) + c2 rand2 ( gBestd – xpd )     (1) 
 
xpd = xpd + vpd                (2) 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: 3D-view of the microstrip antenna. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Top-view of the microstrip antenna. 
 

Table 1: Parameters of the initial microstrip antenna. 
Material Rogers RT/duroid 5880 (tm), Thickness = 0.32 cm 
Feed Position (x, y) = (-0.5 cm, 0 cm), Radius = 0.07 cm 
Ground plane 10 cm x 9 cm 
Patch 4.5 cm x 3 cm 

 
The algorithm starts with solutions placed randomly in the search space and then evolve towards an 

optimum. A fitness function is used to measure the goodness of the solution. The CSPSO program utilizes cubic 
spline interpolation, which is applied on the simulation data obtained from EM simulator. Two parameters of the 
antenna are considered for optimization. These parameters are the length of the patch (L) and the width of the 
patch (W). The goal of the optimization process was to maximize the fractional band width (FBW) by varying L 
and W. 

 
At first, L is varied while keeping the values of W as constant. The value of L in the initial antenna was 4.5 

cm. To generate data for cubic spline interpolation, L was varied from 3.5 cm to 5.5 cm with an increment of 0.2 
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cm. Here, L has 11 different values. For each value of L, one antenna is designed in HFSS and the resultant 
FBW is recorded. So, total 11 antennas are designed for 11 values of L. These values of L are stored in the array 
L[n], where n = 11. The resulting 11 values of FBW are stored in the array FBWL[n].This data is used to 
calculate the fitness function in the CSPSO program. 

Similarly, W is varied while keeping the values of L as constant. The value of W in the initial antenna was 3 
cm. To generate data for cubic spline interpolation, W was varied from 2.0 cm to 4.0 cm with an increment of 
0.2 cm. Here, W has 11 different values. For each value of W, one antenna is designed in HFSS and the resultant 
FBW is recorded. So, total 11 antennas are designed for 11 values of W. These values of W are stored in the 
array W[n], where n = 11. The resulting 11 values of FBW are stored in the array FBWW[n]. This data is used to 
calculate the fitness function in the CSPSO program. The fitness value is calculated as follows: 

 
FBWL (x) = cubic_spline( L[n], FBWL[n], x )        (3) 
 
FBWW (y) = cubic_spline( W[n], FBWw[n], y )       (4) 
 
Fitness(x, y) = sqrt(   ( FBWT - FBWL (x) )2 +  ( FBWT - FBWW (y) )2   )     (5) 
 
Here,  

FBWL (x) = Estimated value of FBW by cubic spline interpolation, for L = x.  
FBWW(y) = Estimated value of FBW by cubic spline interpolation, for W = y.  
Fitness(x, y) =Value of fitness function for L = x and W = y.  
FBWT = Maximum possible value (target) of FBW. 
 
Finally, the CSPSO program is developed using the equations (1) to (5) and executed. The obtained 

optimized antenna is evaluated using Ansoft HFSS.  
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Performances of the initial and optimized antennas are compared in Table-2. The achieved fractional band 

width (FBW) at -10 dB return loss for the initial antenna is 1.85%. Return loss graph of the initial antenna is 
presented in Figure-3. The CSPSO program was developed and run in MATLAB. Applying CSPSO on patch 
length (L) and width (W), the optimized antenna is obtained. After 20 iterations with 20 particles, the optimized 
values of L and W were 3.58 and 2.82 cm. The optimized antenna was designed and simulated in HFSS. It 
shows 2.21% FBW with a remarkable improvement of 19.26% over the initial antenna. Return loss graph of the 
optimized antenna is presented in Figure-4. The convergence curve for the CSPSO program is presented Figure-
5. It shows that the CSPSO program has a fast convergence rate and is converged after three iterations. 

 
Table 2: Performance comparison of the initial and optimized antennas. 

 
Antenna 

Patch 
Length 

Patch Width FBW Improvement 

Units >> cm cm % % 
Initial 1 4.5 3.0 1.85 
Optimum 2 3.9 3.0 2.21 19.42 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Return loss graph of the initial antenna. 
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Fig. 4: Return loss graph of the optimized antenna. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Convergence curve for the CSPSO program. 

 
Conclusions: 

In this work, CSPSO program was developed using data obtained by simulation. The antenna performance 
was studied by electromagnetic simulator Ansoft HFSS. Simulation data is obtained by varying different 
parameters of a microstrip antenna in HFSS. Employing the CSPSO program, the fractional band width (FBW) 
of the microstrip antenna was increased by 19%. Thus, the optimization technique demonstrated its fitness for 
designing microstrip antennas. 
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